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It’s autumn so lets look back to the summer, What summer?

HMC’s Tunneling Section in the Dolomites

Dominated for many by the Olympics, but even there, one club
member put his climbing skills to good use. Not sure if he got a gold
medal though. see Climbing Cops in the mag.
Elsewhere a successful three weeks in the Dolomites was enjoyed
by twelve members while later the Dudden Valley meet was another
successful weekend.
The Welsh 3s attempt was cancelled but not the weekend in the Nant
Gwynant Hut where sixteen members attended.
Climbers have been active with a trip to the Roaches amongst other
venues. See Rich’s reports.
In the meantime it has been birthday time, a “significant” birthday
party for chairman Dave was held at Lutterworth Golf Club, President
Ed celebrated with the annual Stoney Stanton Beer Festival and Jo, a
mere youngster celebrated her 40th with a Peak District walk
followed by a party at Horsely Golf Club.
Not only birthdays but after more than 20 years Steve having met Del
at the club has made her an honest woman with their wedding in
August.
Rumour also has it that John and Michelle are expanding the club’s
membership.
To Come. The Presidents Meet, Oct 13th at The Chamois Hut in
Snowdonia, where the annual photo competition will take place along
with an auction of Don Ward’s climbing books, proceeds to charity.
Also members are invited to bring their own spare gear for auction,
see back page.
For newbies, the hut is the former Marconi Wireless Telegraph Station
accommodation for the Transmitting Hall next door which now is a
climbing wall. Its all at GR SH532608, Friday night supping and
eating can be taken with a short drive to the Snowdonia Park Pub
with its own Brewery.
Next meets are at Dolgellau, Malham and in the new year !! Rhydd
Ddu.

AGM at the Holywell Thursday 22 November at 8.30pm.
Dave has indicated that he is stepping down as chairman and
Mike G as treasurer, so nominations for these posts are needed.
Its possible that the treasurer’s post be split into treasurer and a
membership secretary. All other positions are also up for reelection.
All items for the agenda to be given to Dave (to pass on to Diane)
no less than two weeks before the meeting.
Please attend, Your Club, Your Vote.
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THE ROCK AND ICE ROUTE BOOK
A compilation of routes entered on the Forum Since June. There is no editing or corrections of items posted.

Wingy 4th Aug
Me and matt had a lazy but enjoyable day up the peak yesterday.
We started the day a stoney middleton, matts first limestone experience!
We climbed Gabriel and The Pearly Gates VS 4c *** Matt led the first pitch and i led the last
pitch. Excellent lead by matt for his first limestone. Although he was a bit scared of seeing his
own reflection in the foot holds!
I then tried Windhover E2 5c, but failed miserably on the hard star, we decided to use the dark
clouds as an excuse to spend some money in the hathersage gear shops.
Matt some how convinced me a couple more routes up at stanage plantation was a better idea
than cake in outside, so we headed up and he led Wall End Flake Crack VS 4c ** and i led Wall
End Slab VS 5a ***
A weekend in pembroke next week, hope the weather picks up.

Keith P, Aug 12th
Trip out on Saturday to the Roaches with
Steve O and John Merrick! Cracking day
out, not too hot nice breeze and not too
many midges.
Routes climbed...
Via Dolorosa VS4c*** (3 pitches) I lead
first pitch combining first 2 pitches 4c,
Steve lead the 2nd by far the best pitch
(4c), an excellent route, everything VS
should be.
Ackit HVS 5b** Steves lead, fantastic
effort with a definite crux at about half
hight, good propper hard work lay
backing, classic Don!!
Slippery jim HVS 5b my lead, a cracking
little route, a fight the whole way up,
more classic Don.
Lightning Crack HVS 5b both tried and
both failed! That is never 5b! Will return
for a retry.
Central route VS 4b Steves lead a lovely
bimble up the main face on upper tier.
Jelly Roll VS 4b/4a I lead the first pitch
quite stiff for that grade, John lead the
2nd
Pitch a cracking little number for 4a and
also a finish of a S route! Good fun!

Kev T 9th Sept
The Millsom, and Turner families had a lovely day climbing
at Bamford Edge yesterday. We had fantastic weather and
introduced Dan and Ollie Turner to the wonders of Gritstone
( aged 4, and 1 (just ) ). We climbed at Gun Buttress, and
Neb Buttress which has a wonderful aspect and a nice
grassy area perfect for a family base and a picnic etc. Dan
tried out his new harness for the first time and Ollie just
fitted into with all the straps trailing on the floor !
Routes climbed were :
Bosun's Slab Mod Kev Led / Dan, Holly, Ollie Sec Neil Solo
Sunny Side Severe 4a Kev Solo
Opposite Severe 4a Kev Solo
Hypotonuse Mod Kev Solo
Adjacent Slab Diff Kev Solo
Concave Sab Mod Kev Solo
Gangway Diff Kev Solo Neil Led / Ruth Sec
Artillery Corner Diff Kev Solo
Green Chimney Diff Kev Solo
Ammo Severe 4a Kev Solo
Loaders Bay Diff Kev Solo
Shadow Wall VS 4c Kev Led / Unsec
Leaning Slab V Diff Kev Solo
Slab and Crack Diff Kev Solo
Bamford Wall Severe 4a Kev Led / Neil sec
Bamford Buttress Severe 4a Neil Led / Kev sec
A good day was had by all and it was great to move on rock
( a rare occurance these days ) it was great to see Bamford
accessable as last time I climbed here it was almost out of
bounds, only climbable after negotiation with the
gamekeeper.
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THE ROCK AND ICE ROUTE BOOK CONT
Keith P, 18th Sept
Little trip to stanage end on Sunday, with Wingy , only 4 climbs done due to getting cold and
thinking a coffee would be a better idea!
Another turn vs4a* cracking route my lead.
The green streak vs4c** small gear with interesting moves wings lead
surgeons saunter HVS 5b*** what a stinker! Damn this was hard, Wingy tested the merits of a
brass no4 off set, on the 5b section, the rest is 5a and the trouble don't end there, a battle
from start to finish. Steep, sustained, pumps and hard. Unfinished business!!
The crab crawl s** nice and easy pleasent climbing last route after the battle! My lead
Over all liking the other end of stanage!

Steve P
17th - 18th July,
The weather forecast was iffy but i headed
over to Snowdonia anyway, fueled by blind
optimism and desperation. Arriving late for
an evening stroll up Tryfan North Ridge.
Llanberis was raining hard and horrible but it
wasn't quite getting over into Ogwen
although it was very atmospheric, the clouds
pouring over the Glyders filling Lyn Ogwen
but never quite getting round Tryfan far
enough to get the North Ridge or Tryfan
Bach. So an unexpected dry ascent gave
views at the top that ranged from claggy to
clear, changing every 10 seconds or so. After
a casual retreat down Heather Terrace, as it
was getting dark, we headed into Betws-YCoed for food only to find the chippy shut;
the Spa shop averted disaster by supplying
fresh hot pasties. Stayed overnight at the
Bryn Tyrch Farm Bunk Rooms were the farmer
not only stung us a 1 night supplement (£10
instead of 7) he insisted on talking to me
about the hardships of sheep farming (I
think, an interpreter and a cloth would have
been handy).
The next day started with a huge breakfast at
Pete's Eats that slowed us down sufficiently
to have a day on Tryfan Bach, this being
Paul's first day out on rock he did really well,
following me up 3 multi-pitch routes:
Little Tryfan Arete M**
Chimney Crack D
Crack 1 D
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Keith p, 29th July
Got out today with Wingy, got a little
limestone action at High Tor. Fantastic
exposed climbing in a superb location!
Two routes done...
Skylight vs4c*** 2 pitch, my lead pitch 1
vs4b scrapy vegetated approach! Pitch 2
Wingy's lead excellent climbing on super
polished holds, hands and feet! But well
worth three stars.
Getting back down is an adventure in its
own right 50 meter absail through over
hangs, scary but great fun! If you want to
do an absail that's THE one to do!!
Original route hvs5a*** Wingy's lead, from
below the route looks hard! Outstanding
sustained 5a climbing, as rock fax says a
right of passage! 2nd pitch vs4c short
boulder problem 40 meters up!
Round 2 on the absail!
Ran away from the dark clouds, but met up
with Gainluca and Vanessa, at track side
boulder for a little play, rain stopped play
again, so Calver outside beckoned!
All in all a cracker of a day!

THE ROCK AND ICE ROUTE BOOK CONT
Keith P, 1st July
A disappointing Sunday at
stanage plantation!
1 route done,
fern crack vs4c my lead,
2nd Wingy.
The wind was blowing
(trying to lift my helmit
off) and drizzle ensued!
Met up with Geanluca and
vinessa, for aspot of wet
and wind bouldering on
deliverance, no ascent!
Chip butty and a coffee at
outside!

Wingy 25th July
Had a couple of good
sundays in the peak now the
monsoon has stopped!
Sunday 15th me, keith and
john wrnt stanage popular
Keith lead:
Scoop crack HS 4b
Robin hoods right-hand
buttress direct HS 4a
Right-hand trinity S 4a
John lead:
Robin hoods cave inominate/
hardings finish HVS 5a
Queersville HVS 5a
Mississippi buttress variant
direct E1 5b
I lead:
Central trinity VS 4c
Meiosis HVS 5b
Exit stage left E1 5b
Sunday 22nd me and john
went to ravensdale, an
excellent secluded limestone
crag.
Alternate leads, two pitch
climbs
Medusa VS 4b
Conclusor HVS 5a
Mealy bugs VS 4c
Delusor HVS 5a
Hopefully the weather holds
for this weekend!

Matt W, 26th June
Few trips out and about climbing over the last few weeks, trying to
get as much in as possible before going back to work for another 5
weeks! Routes and partners as follows:
Sunday 03/06, Dinas Mot and Cyrn Las with Wingy, Keith and John
Western Slabs, VS 4C Dinas Mot, Wingy P1 and 2, me P3
Slow ledge climb, S 4a Dinas Mot, Me P1 and 3, Wingy P2
Main Wall, HS 4b Cyrn Las, Wingy P1, 2 and 4, me P3 and 5
Keith and John did The Cracks, HS 4b and Direct Route, VS 5b on
Dinas Mot and possible another route but I can't remember justly.
Monday 11/06, Stanage Popular End with Dave
Hargreaves original route, VS 4c, My lead, Dave 2nd
Christmas Crack, HS 4b, My lead, Dave 2nd
Black Hawk Traverse Left, VD, Daves lead, Me 2nd
Lancashire Wall, HVS 5a, My lead, Dave 2nd
Sunday 17/06, Gogarth with Wingy
Britomartis, HVS 4c, Wingy P1, me P2
Scavenger, HVS 5a, Me P1 and 3, WIngy P2 and 4...........The walk/
scramble in to Scavenger on the main cliff was far scarier than the
actual climbing!!
Tuesday 19/06, Stanage Popular End with Rich, Matt, Dale and Alex
Manchester buttress, HS 4b, My lead, Alex 2nd
Crack and Corner, S 4a, Alex's lead, Me 2nd
Gargoyle Buttress, VS 4b, Dales lead, Me 2nd
Little Flake Crack, VS 5a, My lead, Dale 2nd
Hybrid, E1 5b, Dales lead, Me 2nd
Central Trinity, VS 4c, My lead, Dale 2nd
Rich, Matt and Alex did some other routes but I can't remember
exactly which ones.
Wednesday 20/06, Bamford with Rich, Pete, Nat and Lisa
Vertigo, HS 4c, My lead, Pete and Nat 2nd
Green Parrot, VS 5b, Solo
Gangway Variation Start, S 4a, Rich's lead, Lisa and Me 2nd
Bamford Wall, S 4a, Nat's lead, Rich 2nd then I led with Pete 2nd
Bamford Rib, HVS 5a, My lead, Pete 2nd
Gargoyle Flake, VS 4c, My lead, Pete 2nd
Tuesday 26/06, Stanage Popular End with Steve O
Heather Wall, VS 4c, My lead, Steve 2nd
Tinkers Crack, VS 4c, Steve's lead, Me 2nd
The Flange, HVS 5b, My lead, Steve 2nd
Easter Rib, E1 5b, Steve's lead, Me 2nd
Wednesday 27/06, Stanage Popular End with Alex
Narrow Buttress Direct Start, VS 5a, My lead, Alex 2nd
Right Twin Crack, VS 4c, Alex's lead, Me 2nd
Cold Turkey, HVS 5a/Robin Hood's Right Hand Buttress Direct, HS
4a........My lead and I started off up cold turkey but didn't like the
lack of gear or damp slopey holds above the crux so ran off left into
the other route, then the rope drag from using a single proceeded to
pull my runners out one by one as I moved upwards so made the
whole affair scarier than just running it out on the original route!
The Flange, HVS 5b, Alex's lead, Me 2nd
Rugosity Crack, HVS 5b, My lead, Alex 2nd........great tough route
and managed to take my first air time but did make it to the top!
Heather Wall, VS 4c, Alex's lead, Me 2nd.
Overall a very busy and productive few weeks, back to work in the
next couple of days though so no climbing for a while :(
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Dolomites
50 Shades of Blue!
Featuring: Brian G; Geoff &
Kate; Ted & Carol; Jo &
Gareth; Dave & Diane; Dave &
Julie; Ed & Sue and Michelle,
John and Klara.

Brian G, Sue and myself
travelled overnight in one
hit… all the way to Italy –
only because I couldn’t find
our hotel in Worms
(Germany). My road map,
printed before the war, was,
well…….crap, as were mobile communications
with the hotel. So, we pushed on until 3am,
kipped in the car for a couple of hours on a
motorway service area, topped up with coffee,
re-fuelled with Red Bull and cruised on down
to Arabba . Brian loved it. The air was ****.

restaurants to cater for our needs, some nice
bars for the après-walk and the village is
splendidly quiet in the evenings. Brian’s
favourite tipple, Blue Nun, was available
everywhere.
We were so glad to see some sun and blue
skies after what seemed like three months of
solid rain, and walked every day the first week
– keen to cram everything in. So keen, some of
us were in bed for 9.30 on some nights,
totally knackered. Highlights for me were the
walks from Portovescovo to Passo Pordei at
altitude, surely one of the most beautiful
walks in the Dolomites overlooking the
Marmolada; the desent through WW1 tunnels
at Passo Falzarego (see Ted’s video on the
Forum) and a magnificent excursion crossing
the entire slopes of Mount Sella: 6-7 hrs of
wonderful scenery, narrow paths and
spectacular cliffs.

Some say the Dolomites are the most beautiful
mountains in the world. They are indeed
Arabba,the
chalet is at
the top
right hand
corner, five
minutes
from the
shops...and
the bar.

spectacular
and this, the clubs second trip to this alpine
range, didn’t disappoint. Staying in Arabba,
we were well positioned to take advantage of
everything the area had to offer – from
amazing views on lofty paths, via ferratas
galore, World War 1 tunnels and trenches, and
the meadows smothered in butterflies,
including the rare European Cabbage Blue.
The hillsides were also “stuffed with flowers”
as Kate described them.

Our second week started modestly with a walk
along the Pralongia crest trail down to Corvara
whilst Ted took Jo & Gareth on a couple of via
ferratas. The weather forecast, according to
Gareth was: 20% chance of rain by 11am; 30%
by 3pm; 40% by 5pm. We were impressed. No
rain though. We were also impressed by
Gareth and Jo’s refusal to use the lift system.
This enabled us to have an extra couple of
hours in the pit, and then meet up with them
for the technical bits!

Arabba is a quaint village, with the church
bells ringing every hour, coupled with long
bursts at 7am, noon and then 5pm. Less
commercialised (and cheaper) than some of
the other villages, it had enough shops and

We also completed a long walk below Torri del
Falzarego, via the remains of a WW1 hospital.
Via ferratas everywhere and (for our rock
cont
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athletes) some seriously big
climbing routes. Our Cicerone
guide book described the
finish to our walk as a gentle
ascent back to the col. The
writer obviously hadn’t walked
the route, which turned out to
be a bit of a slog. Needless to
say: Brian loved it!
Before leaving for Austria, John
The panorama route from the other side of the pass and close up
managed to tick the Via delle
to waste, so we repeated a couple of the best
Trincee (Graded 4B) high above Arabba. The
walks for Dave & Julie and
weather forecast, according to Gareth was: 20%
chance of rain by 11am; 30% by 3pm; 40% by
5pm. Again, we were impressed. Again, no rain!
The first 90m of the climb, which is quite
exposed and steep, with limited footholds,
Dave Gair pulled in a couple of cycle rides up to
traverses a high ridge over a wooden bridge,
Passo Pordie and Passo Campolongo which he
and finishes through some WW1 tunnels,
was well please with. Whilst Geoff was laid up
complete with artillery still inside. Brian and I
with Achilles problems, Kate took Dave and Julie
earmarked it for Week 3.
on her favourite walk (Setsas) and Brian and I
set out to do the ferrata route Via delle Trincee,
On the Saturday we had a much needed rest day
conquered by John last week.
and drove over to Selva Gardena to remind
ourselves of our previous trip two years ago.
Nothing changed, still pretty. The weather
forecast according to Gareth was to be: 20%
chance of rain by 11am; 30% by 3pm; 40% by

The weather forecast, according to Gareth was:
20% chance of rain by 11am; 30% by 3pm; 40%
by 5pm. We were very impressed. But. No rain!
The cable car was unusually full and, as we
climbed the path to the start of the route, a
school party tooled
up in front of us! We admired a bunch of Italian
Saga Louts attempt, and fail the initial climb. We
then watched the school party with their 3
guides – for an hour and half.
They blocked the route completely and it was
clear we were going nowhere. They eventually
managed the get about three trembling kids
back down. At this point, loads of other folk
had arrived, took one look, and cleared off.
After a couple of hours, we did the same. Brian
loved it. No doubt the Italian guides had
managed to scare the kids out of their wits. Not
good for their first outing.

5pm. Brian was not impressed. It lagged it
down. Fortunately, it was whilst we were having
Apfelstrudel and coffee.
We completed our
car tour around several outlying villages,

We met Sue at the cable car terminus and
consoled ourselves at the local watering hole.

looking for ideas for the next trip! Final week
and the remainder of the group arrived. No time

Our trip back home was much better. Found the
hotel. Didn’t get lost and arrived at the ferry in
cont
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time to catch the early one. They wouldn’t let
us on – said it was full. However, one Andy
Towers rocked up from the Black Forest, went
into the office, and got on – a day earlier than
planned!
Brian loved it! (Cost Andy
£65 though!).

Chamonix? Maybe. (Or even Slovenia – as
Teecey highly recommends).

I must say a big thank you to all those who
came and made it such a memorable three
weeks. Good laughs, good company and in
absolutely brilliant scenery. We learnt some
new cooking methods from Gareth and did
plenty of group meals too – Teds curry is
always a winner – and Dave & Diane’s chilli
chorizo was also memorable. It was one of
those trips you didn’t want to end and I can’t
wait to return. Next year? Maybe. Or

ED

Bikes, Boots ‘n Belays
What a cracking year we’ve had. Despite the crap weather we’ve filled every hut so far and the
Presidents Meet is almost to capacity. I’m so looking forwards to my second speech (not) and
especially looking forwards to some interesting Tat awards. As well as full huts, we’ve had
extremely successful trips to both Font & Italy. Patterdale back in March saw 30 members there –
what a turn out. The meals on a Saturday night have also been a welcome enhancement to some
of the hut meets, are great way to socialise, and my thanks to all those who help, especially Nettie
& Ian who just get on with it. Any suggestions (or offers to cook) are always welcome (except from
Ray!) and Ted’s curries are something else.
But the climbers, who were most affected by the weather, have still been active. Thanks to
Richard for keeping it together and welcome to some of the newer members like Keith, Matt &
Wingy who have gone on to improve and managed to get out there –keep filling in the route
book .
The Saga Louts are out every Wednesday and it’s a tribute to Trowie who still manages up to ten
miles at 83. If you’re retired or have some flexitime, why not join them. Most of the walks are
local but they do venture into the surrounding counties occasionally and there’s always a
pubstop!
Of course, as we all get older, some things start packing up, and it gets harder to do the stuff we
enjoy, but you can still get out there. Brian G manages to climb occasionally and it’s great to see
him buzzing after he’s been cragging. Harry has trouble with his knees due to a car crash many
moons ago, but it doesn’t stop him climbing and walking. Put him on a road bike and he’s off (up
to 70miles and more)…and Dave Gair can match him for distance despite having dodgy knees as
well. If you have a bike, why not arrange to join them on a ride – the Applecross peninsula in
Torridon was awesome, and Dave’s rides up some of the passes in Italy were truly inspiring. Ted
has cycled to Paris (again), and puts in respectable times for both half marathons and 10ks – not
to mention completing the Coast to Coast walk this year – well done Ted. Talking of bikes – the
hut meet in November (Dolgellau) is close to the Coed y Brenin national mountain-bike trails –
good for expert riders and total beginners if you’re up for it.
cont
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It’s great that the club is so active and that we have a membership large enough to sustain the
hut programme, but we could do with some younger members, which is a problem for most
mountaineering clubs. I guess they’re too busy twittering. If you know of anyone who’s
interested, bring them along, they’ll probably love it! Membership is open to anyone over 16.
Finally, poor Mike Godden is standing down as Treasurer. Work commitments at home and
abroad have stitched him up, but many thanks to Mike for trying to juggle all the balls! I hope his
next year is more relaxing and he get some playtime in. So, we need a new Treasurer, and if
anyone out there is interested, please come forward. It‘s best if someone can get down the club
on a regular basis, is good with figures, and would like to have some input into the club. I’m just
putting the final programme together for next year, which will be revealed at the AGM on 22
November 2012. See you there.
Enjoy yourself, whatever the weather.
President Ed

“Walking 9 ‘til 5”
When Ken Wilsons book “Classic Walks” came out in the early 80’s I wanted a copy, but somehow
missed out. Now, thirty years on and thanks to Amazon, I’ve got one, and have started ticking
off the routes. Most of the walks, but not all, are a bit longer and more challenging than some of
the walks I normally do, and remind of when I first joined the club and Trowie was lord of walks.
My sister’s partner, Alan, is off to do Everest Base Camp next year and needs to get some miles
under his belt so the Round of Kinder Scout (16 miles) would be good training. We set off from
Edale in glorious weather and ticked off Grindslow Knoll then on to Kinder Low where we picked
up the Pennine Way. Around the Kinder downfall, before turning right along The Edge and
Farebrook Naze. I haven’t been along here for years, but the names came flooding back. We
pressed on, stunning views all day, stopping now and again to refuel, and eventually reaching
Crookstone Knoll before turning back toward Ringing Roger. We were gassing and didn’t notice a
path off to the left – but when we scrambled over the rocks at Crowden Tower, we realised we’d
been this way before! Doh!...so, quick detour down to Upper Booth, cool drinks at the
farmhouse, and back to Edale – 20 miles on the GPS – and fresh as a daisy.
We’ll be doing many more of these in the coming months so look out on the forum if you fancy
doing something a bit more challenging!
Ed

PRESIDENTS MEET PHOTO COMPETITION
As seen on the forum, the photo competition at the Presidents
Meet will be in a slightly different format this time. The categories
are as usual. Landscape. Action and Tat, no more than six
photos. Entrants will present their pictures to the audience, i.e,
describe the pictures, the where, the how, the when etc and club
members, well fed and lubricated by then will decide the winners
in each section. Let me have images on sticks, CDs, etc the
week beforehand PLEASE so that I can put them on the laptop.
Those who are not yet digitised, let me have prints and I will scan
them in. Big Prizes are there to be SNAPPED up. Ted
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Dolomites
Ted, Carol, Geoff, Kate

strike across more level but rugged
ground. The weather worsened the rain,
turned into, hail, then sleet, then snow,
thunder and lightning, time to retreat
taking the only path that led downwards
on the entire route. This led to the German
War Memorial and shelter for a while
before further descents to the roadside
where we picked up a good path that led
us to Arabba.
Runners in the club...check out the
Dolomites Skyrun on UTube
Cable car to Sas de Pordoi 2950m from the
Passa Pourdoi. Descended to the refuge Forc del
Pordoi at 2829m and then back up again
passing some old snow before the steep ascent
using cables in part to the summit of Piz Boe at
3152m. The entire route being very crowded.
Descended northwards again using cables in
places back to more level ground and return to
the cable car. Sunny warm day.

A few days later , now with Gareth and Jo, again

by bus.
We returned on a sunny day to complete the
route. The path hugged the crags towering
hundreds of feet above us and often
overhanging. Finally reaching the Refuge (Utia F
Kostner) for lunch. Having taken the bus to the
pass the descent was much longer in the warm
sunshine so we stopped for a beer at the Refuge
Plan Boe before walking straight back to the
chalet. A good day.

Ted and Carol. Path 626 The Panorama Walk

Took the bus to Passa Poudoi in an attempt to
follow Ed and Su's walk along the "panorama
walk" back to
Arabba.
Unlike the
previous
days
sunshine on
the same
mountain
the rain
started as
we arrived
at the pass,
none the
less we
carried on
upwards
being
overtaken
by groups
of runners,
in training
for that
weekend's
Dolomites
Skyrun. Route finding at this point was easy
despite the now thick lag as every few yards the
bright yellow Skyrun markers showed the way.
However soon it was time to leave the path and

Via ferrata Averau Ted and Brian G.
Chair lift and a decent path to the start of this
easy to
moderate
short
route. At
the top of
the via
ferrata I
left Brian
who went
back down
and
continued
to the
summit,
another
1000ft
higher at
2649m. I
signed the
visitors
book with
name and
club. Only
Brian G
one way
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off, back down the via ferrata, I soon reached the
last pitch which was blocked by fifteen strong
English group on a guided Colletts trip. Sadly
they appeared to be on near vertical rock for the
first time and were making hard and desperate
work of it. although only 20 or 30ft from the
bottom where Brian was waiting, it took them
thirty minutes to clear that pitch and allow me
and a few Italians and Germans to get down to
terra firma.
It started to rain so we found shelter in a hut
along side an Italian family having a picnic which
they insisted they share with us, rice, meats,
salad and other goodies were offered…on spare
paper plates from their hamper, but that was not
all.. pudding was also offered and then
nectarines from their own garden. Aren't Italians
wonderful GianLuca.
The rain eased, we said out farewells and left to
explore the nearby World War one trenches.

are quite "chossy". The summit complete with
large cross was quite busy. Needless to say lots
were getting to the summit without harnesses
and helmets.
Via ferrata Piz da Cir V, 2520m Ted and

Gareth (above)
Via ferrata Gran Cir, Ted, Jo, Gareth

Only a few hundred yards away, this felt more
like the real thing, using a ladder to start it was
nearly vertical all the way, but with lots of
handholds. The crowded summit, the size of
small dinner table was a place to keep clipped
on. The exit gully was protected with a cable for
most of the way. Another cracking day

An easy route which goes to the top of Gran Cir
2592, using chair lift from the Passo Gardena.
This had being my first via ferrata two ago with
young Ed and Andrea, old Ed and Sue. The
protected sections are fine but the path sections

Brian and the story of lunches nearly lost and found
It wouldn’t be natural for Outside Now to miss an

opportunity for a Brian G story and so here is another
one. Two years ago as Brian and I rambled on some
mountain in the Dolomites we sat down for our lunch
only to be interrupted by a cow, itself on a mountain
ramble, who decided that Brian’s lunch looked quite
delicious. Brian made it quite plain to the bovine
wanderer in quaint old fashioned English that Brian’s
lunch was for Brian and not for a silly moo.
Step forward two years and now Brain has seemed to
have got the lunch stop properly organised. Having
completed a via ferrata It started to rain so we
found shelter in a hut along side an Italian family
having a picnic which they insisted they share with
us, rice, meats, salad and other goodies were
offered…on spare paper plates from their hamper,
but that was not all.. pudding was also offered and
then nectarines from their own garden. Aren't
Italians wonderful GianLuca.

2010 Brian with hungry cow

TC
2012 Brian with his new Italian friend, Tiziana Ara
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The ascent and descent of Lagaroul
8,400ft
Ted, Sue, Ed, Carol, Geoff and Kate, Brian
G.
This entire region was the scene of battles
between Austria and Italy during the First
World War and its legacy are the via
ferratas, used by troops of both sides to
scale the mountains and shoot at each
other, now used, and greatly extended for
peaceful climbing. Less known though are
the miles of tunnels dug and blasted
through the dolomitic limestone and used
as shelters, observation posts, artillery
positions and to blow each other up.
These tunnels dug at all angles were also
equipped with via ferrata cables, ladders
etc.
The day started with me, leading the convoy
completely missing the start, the large cable car
station by the side of the road at the top of the
Passo Falzarego despite lots of people milling
about the pass and continuing downhill on the
road to Cortina. Miles later decided that I had gone

nonsense it was merely highly recommended to
have a hard hat and lamp.
The cable car took us through the clag to the
summit plateau. We set off through the mist to the
summit taking advantage of cables on the steeper
sections. and en masse most returned to the
warmth of the restaurant while I,not wanting
to let the club down, pressed on to the
summit, its cross and collection tin for
something or another.I duly pleased the gods
with a small donation before returning to the
others who were supping hot coffee, chocolate
and preparing headtorches and helmets. The
summit itself was an amazing place with the
remnants of trenches dug in solid rock nearly
a hundred years ago.
Time now for the descent, helmets and lamps
lit we descended using cables on the outside
of the mountain, through more tenches and
firing positions before entering into the
bowels of the hill.The first test was a steep
ladder and a low roof..so thats why we needed
hard hats, and the first problem: Brian G’s
headtorch failed in the pitch black of the
tunnel. That sorted with choice words we continued
down, using the cables and ladders. Every so often
there was a bunker set up with dummy soldiers and
a scene replicated from the war and a commentary
in English.
In other parts the tunnels opened up onto the
mountainside giving precipitous views into the

a little bit wrong, so it was back up the pass where
the adventure could finally begin. The first thing
was to get Carol a hard hat,the rest of us had
climbing helmets and head lamps. The deposit of
my driving licence and four euros secured that from
the kiosk which dealt with these matters and to be
fair to the Italians, none of this elf and safety
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valley. These were originally observation points and
gun positions. Halfway down we stopped for lunch in
one of the gunnery positions, quite surreal as we
were inside but a few feet away there was a thousand
foot drop.
A little later we came out of that tunnel and moved
down the outside of the mountain again protected by
cables to yet another tunnel which continued for
another few hundred feet downwards to the end of
our tunnel system. There are more tunnels and you
can take your choice of which ones are used. Then a
steep descent, again with cables, a short scramble
upwards to yet another tunnel which then brought us
out on to a more normal path to take us back to the
pass.
A brilliant day and even better....it was FREE.
Although we paid for the cable car to take us to the
top, there was what seemed a perfectly good path to
the summit , although it would probably take about
three hours to get there.
Some people started at the bottom and worked their
way up but that looked hard work.
NB Pete H recced this route on our last visit to the
Dolomites.
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Climbing at the Olympics

Steve P

Earlier this year I qualified as an Industrial Rope Access Supervisor as part of
Leicestershire Police’s Tactical Support Group (TSG). This is a small unit that
specialises in Search and Public Order. We have a team of just 7 officers trained in
rope access, providing the capability to search and recover evidence from high
places.
The Olympics has placed quite a strain on forces all around the country and the
Metropolitan Police requested that our team be available for them to use for most
of August. We were pleasantly surprised to find that we were to be billeted in
Hatfield University, a recently built campus near to the A1 making access to the City
very easy.
The first couple of days were spent on call, giving us the opportunity to get on the
ropes and practice. Thankfully the local Fire Brigade were willing to let us use their
training tower, just a few miles away in Welwyn Garden City. Having no idea what
we might face all bases had to be covered. Industrial Rope Access (IRATA) is very
different from sport climbing in that operatives are often suspended and therefore
totally committed to the ropes. This may seem like a small shift but, if you are
used to having the rope as a back-up
and relying on your hands and feet it
can feel very committing indeed!
Rigging a Tension Line allows us to
search large areas or recover evidence
without dragging it. Here I have used

our van as an anchor, keeping within the
IRATA principles of two independent lines
allowing 50% redundancy in the system.

Depending upon the level of reassurance
required, lifts and access tunnels all need to be
searched so the opportunity to practice on the
Fire Service’s site was not to be missed!
Calling on some old friends I managed to arrange
a day training with the Royal Engineers at the
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Regiment near to
Saffron Walden. Their purpose built training
tower enabled us to practice aid climbing and
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underslinging, a technique we use to
access inside roof structures at
venues like football stadiums. This
means hanging on a minimum of 2
slings and making progress by
shifting your weight from one to
another. A third sling is used to
pass obstructions.
As preparations for the Paralympics
began to gain momentum, the Met
began to use our team. Our first
deployment to the Equestrian Centre
at Woolwich Park was a taste of
things to come. Entering the
stadium we all stopped to take in the
scale of the arena and the amazing
view of the City of London. To think
that this whole site is temporary and
will be returned to fields in a few
weeks time was quite difficult to take
in!

Searching under the stands by climbing the
scaffolding was tiring in 30°c. This was done using
fall arrest, the same technique used for Via Ferrata.

Searching
usually
means looking through dustbins or
opening up dirty nappies looking for
evidence, just occasionally though it
takes me to places that I never imagined
I would be. This is on top of the inner
dome of North Greenwich (O2) Arena!
Did you know it would take 15 minutes
for Niagara Falls to fill The O2 and the air inside the dome weighs more than the
outer shell?
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Searching the gantries above the Basketball
Court at the O2 Arena. With miles of cables
and ducting this is a difficult place to
search. It was also incredibly hot up there!

With the Paralympic Games just about to start we packed up and headed for home,
feeling that we had played our small part in the immense efforts that have been
made to make both the Olympics and the Paralympics such a fantastic spectacle.
Ubique.
Steve

and another Steve......
Congratulations to Steve aka Gandalf and Delith who were married on Aug 11.

Steve and Del
at the Hollywell
and after the
wedding with
his daughter
Loz and son
Kim

The wedding
was at Sulgrave Manor and at the Hollybush Inn, Priors
Marston where HMC’ers joined the celebrations.
No Rohan gear for Steve but a Saville Row suit. Del
looked great and we all had a good time.
They met each other at the Club more than 20 years ago. , In 1992 Del was awarded the Presidents Shield
following her ascent of Mont Blanc.
When Andrea was about 6 years old on a club meet at Stair, she woke up and returning from a loo trip found
Steve and Del in the same bunk. When she asked Sue about it, Sue told her that they were just keeping
themselves warm! The rest as they say is history. Ed
15

Out and About
Week one of our my trip to
Switzerland with Mrs K
(Angela)
We based ourselves in
Lauterbrunnen for this week
Sunday 9th September
Lauterbrunnen(796m) to
Isenfluh (1034m), Cablecar to
Sulwald (1540m)then walk to
Lobhornhutte (1955m) and
on to Grutchalp (1486m) for
cablecar down to
Lauterbrunnen. A good and
not at all busy route with
fantastic views all day.
Monday 10th September
Train and cablecar to
Mannlichen via Wengen.
Walked from Mannlichen
(2227m) to Kleine Scheidegg
(2061), Biglenalp, Mettlenalp,
and Innerwengen to Wengen
(1274m). Then train back.
This was my 42nd birthday
being 4 years older than Ed.

Tuesday 11th September.
Cablecar to Grutchen then
walk to Murren(1645m) and
returned to Grutchalp via the
high level Mountain View
Path. Brilliant weather all day
with views of the Eiger,Monch
and Jungfrau and Many more.
Wednesday 12th September It rained all Tuesday night
and continued for most of
Wednesday. Walked to the
local waterfalls Trummelbach Falle - and got
even wetter.
Thursday 13th September Stopped raining but the
higher hills were cloudy and
appeared to have a bad case
of dandruff (which was
actually snow from
Wednesday). Took train to
Wengen and walked to the
Leiterhorn before dropping
down to Burglauenen and

Our Euro Trip 2012

Zweiltschinen before climbing
up to Lauterbrunnen. An
interesting day with some
steep slippery descents and
about 24km covered. A
young cat decided to follow
from the farm at Spatenalp all
the way to Burglauenen nearly two hours - but we
finally gave it the slip.
Friday 14th September Took
the cable to Grutchalp again
and then walked to
Murren,Speilboden, Sputz to
Gimmelwald. We then
descended to Stechelberg for
a final 7km amble back to
base. The Sputz waterfall is
interesting because the path
goes behind the fall.
Saturday 15th we moved
ourselves to Grindelwald for
part two of our holiday
Brian K

Cable car hopping with some very nice family
summit walks .

24/25th July Grossglockner summit 3798m
Austria
From kals am Glockner village we stayed at
Luckner-Haus for a night then I headed up to
Studlhutte around 9 am and met my guide
crossed over the Koednitz glacier then a
scramble climb to the Erzherzog Johann Hütte
for a overnight stay. 5am start and up to KleinGlockner (3770m) and a superb ridge walk
before finally reaching the Grossglockner
summit.

1st Aug. more peak bagging with Michelle &
Klara
Fellhorn to Söllereck a 5 ½ mile ridge walk
between the 2 cable car stations missed the last
car down so a pleasant evening walk to the
bottom of Söllereck ski runs.
2nd Aug. Hindelanger Klettersteiges
Starting from Oberstdorf made my way up the
steep climb to the niedereck from there to the
Rubihorn 1,957m then backtracked to the
niedereck and on to the Geisalphorn 1,953m,
Geisfus 1,981m, Grundkopf 2,062m and finaly
up to the Nebelhorn 2,224m after a Strudle and
milkshake lunch at the summit café made my
way across the Hindelanger Klettersteig a Via
Ferrata climb to the summit of Groser Daumen
2,280m after that one I decided to call it a day
after almost 8 miles of up and made my way
back to the cable car and joined the family for
Coffee and ice cream in the town.

28th july Via Ferrata della Trincee Dolomites
My first Via Ferrata so cable car to the top and a
quick walk to start point joined the queue and
made my way up and then across the ridge
slow going on the first part due to the amount
of folks but they almost all disappeared on the
second and third part interesting set of caves at
the end of the route made my way up to the
summit at the end of the tunnels then walked
back down to the town via the ski runs.
30th and 31st July alpine peak bagging in
Obersdorf with Michelle & Klara
Walmendinger Horn 1,990m Fellhorn 2,038m
Nebelhorn 2,224 m and surrounding edges

An excellent 2250 mile round trip and a great
fortnight in the Alps.
John and Michelle
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Duddon Valley Meet
Pete B and Steve P
Arrived in heavy rain that thankfully backed off during the night leaving a dry start on Saturday. Pete
and I headed out for The Duddon Expedition, from a scrambles and easy climbs guidebook. The route
strung together 3 scrambles of varying grades.
Walking in very close to a river on boggy grass
meant carefully placing each boot and hoping the
water didnt invade my socks. This went on for a bit
further than was amusing.
Tarn Beck 2
The lower Gyll Scramble was excellent fun with
great climbing over a swollen beck. During the
ascent I managed to get knee deep and in trying to
provide a stepping stone for Pete soaked him from
head to toe. Before topping out on some really
interesting rock formations accurately described in
the guidebook as stacked plates!
Little Blake Rigg 2**
The start for the middle section should have been
marked by a "large dead tree" however, after an
extensive and frustrating search I suspect it is not
only dead but burried too. A pleasant scramble
followed over solid rock linked by short grassy
sections leaving us with a pleasant view over
Seathwaite Tarn to the next section of climbing a
couple of miles away.
Great Blake Rigg 3**
Arriving at the bottom of the climb Pete lead the first two pitches taking it in his stride, steady grade 3
stuff on good rock in a fine position over the tarn with walkers on the path some way below. This lead
to an iffy steep wet grass pitch before Pete lead a V Diff pitch on an arete. At the next stance the rain
started to come in and we could see the clag coming down around us. We soloed the next pitch that
was pretty close to my comfort limit. The final pitch lay before us. We both agreed that this would
need a rope and a combination of weather, ale difficiency and hunger made walking round to summit
at 2000ft an easy decision.
Making a circular route and avoiding the bog trot we had endured on the walk-in we decided to head
over the dam and back towards Seathwaite. This turned out to be really pleasant with cracking views
over the tarn and a path through some old farm buildings along stone walled droveways.
Arriving back at the hut in just enough time to get a shower and sink an ale before a fantastic hut
supper cooked by Ed and Sue. The weather forecast for Sunday was awful so I spent the rest of the
evening earning a headache by mixing wine, ale, port, grappa, sloe brandy and whisky whilst trying to
avoid the foul smelling decomposing dairy products that my neighbours enjoyed so much.

More Dudden Valley next page
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Duddon Valley Lake District 13th – 16th
September,

floor. Soon we were all back at the pub in
Seathwaite with a refreshing drink before
heading back to the hut.

My version of one day in the valley – Geoff
Kelham

So the details of this classic walk; total distance
4 miles, ascent 328 metre, guide book time 3
hours. We manage to break the walk time by
doing it in 4 hours.

Arriving late on Thursday afternoon to the Ratti
Hut in the Duddon Valley, Kate and I were
pleased to see Mr T’s Red Wagon parked outside
the hut. To say it was a difficult journey to this
part of the Lakes and the hut is an
understatement! Inside the hut we were greeted
by Mr T and Claire, Harry and Steph, finally Jane
who had done a solo drive to this remote part of
the Lakes.
The next day Mr T and Claire were going
climbing on Wallowbarrow Crag, Ed, Sue, Sue C
and Jane had set their sights on the high fells
above Seathwaite Tarn. An easy twelve miles
with lots of ascents. This left Harry, Steph, Kate
and me to walk one of the classic walks in the
area. This is the Wallowbarrow Gorge circular
walk starting from Seathwaite. After parking the
car at the end of the Seathwaite settlement near
the church we started on our way. We first
crossed a small river following it for a short
distance before heading off at right angles
through the trees towards Wallowbarrow Crag.
The path traverses below the crag and then up
by its left-hand side by another track rising up
to a col. Hang on a minute; where’s the
climbing group? No sign of the two happy
adventurers floating around on the vertical
playground.

The interesting stuff; Arriving back at the hut
the other two parties were already there
enjoying cream cakes and tea. What’s going on?
Well Mr T and Claire ended up at St Bees in the
beach cafe and Ed’s group; well they went to
Tesco’s for the day! So in the end we were the A
Team.
The Saturday Evening meal was another great
occasion. Ed, Sue, Netti and Mr Candy Bar (Ian)
with support from Kate, produced a winning
meal for all to enjoy. Well Done Team.
One final word, it must go down on record that
Brian G went to bed on Saturday night before
Mid-night, YES before mid-night. This is really a
first for him on a Club outing. Well done Brian.

One week later...
Ted and Carol try the Gorge walk too find stepping stones
under two feet of rapidly flowing water so retreated to the
Newfield Inn, the excellent pub in Seathwaite.

At the col the views open up looking across
towards the Hardknotts pass, the high peaks
were now covered in mist with an everincreasing wind speed. The odd showers kept
coming and going whilst the temperature
starting to fall. Josh I hope Ed and his party of
girls are ok on those high fells? Still we have to
keep moving if we are to complete this walk
before night fall!
The route down from the col wandered towards
a forest and a small isolated farm. On reaching
the farm the track follows a small stream back
towards Seathwaite and the Gorge. The Gorge is
first followed by a steep climb and then along its
rim before final the trail descends to the valley

The safety wire was of no use due to the torrent of water
coming down the valley. The path for the Gorge walk, doesn’t
cross here, but comes down to the river on the otherside and
then follows the water downstream where there are more
stepping stones...also under water which are needed to get
back to the road and the pub.
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‘proper’ jobs - Ed teaching Electronics and
Physics until December

News from New Zealand
Well, where to start...a long overdue update on
what we’ve been up to over the last year.
So after Saas-Fee, followed by New Zealand,
we then headed out to Crans Montana for
another winter season. After the season in New
Zealand doing race training, Ed was back into
instructing mode, working for SMS ski school,
while it was my turn to have a season off. I
spent my time studying for a Legal Secretaries
Diploma, and most importantly, skiing!
Crans Montana is a lovely resort in the French
part of Switzerland, about half an hour up from
Sierre. Originally two villages, Crans and
Montana have now merged, with Crans being
the posh part! There are lots of very expensive
hotels, and during the season the ‘locals’
included Peter Jones (Dragon’s Den) and the
Blairs! The skiing is great for intermediates
with lots of red runs, and lots of mountain
restaurants. It is south facing and gets a lot of
sun – very pleasant! There are a couple of golf
courses and forest/lake areas that are set up for
cross-country skiing and snow shoeing in the
winter so there’s something for everyone. Part
of Ed’s job was to take clients on night snowshoeing trips up to a mountain restaurant – not
a bad way to spend the evening! I definitely
preferred the skiing here to Saas-Fee – not as
steep, nice wide pistes, sunny and you feel like
you’re going somewhere. In a way, very similar
to the 3 Valleys in France.
So, having fallen in love with NZ, we were set
on doing everything we could to get back.
Having enjoyed our time as ski bums, the time
had also come to return to the real world, so on
our return to New Zealand we managed to get

Coastal bike ride in Timaru, NZ

2012 me as a Legal PA in north Christchurch –
things are looking up!
All we need now is for Ed’s job to become
permanent, and then we can apply for
residency...and if that doesn’t work, we’ll see
you at Christmas!!
Christchurch is very different to the beautiful
Wanaka where we stayed last season, and it will
be a good few years before it resembles
anything like the city it used to be, but there are
some lovely villages and towns in the nearby
countryside, and it doesn’t take long to get to
most places on the South Island.
Not really much to report on NZ so far – Ed has
been skiing at one of the local ski fields, and
we’ve tried to get out and about as much as
possible to explore the local area, but mainly
just been settling in!
That’s all for now....until next time.
Andrea and Ed

THE STONEY STANTON BEER FESTIVAL.
Another good night out in rural
Leicestershire where a good turnout
celebrated with good ale,a good BBQ
Ed’s Birthday or something! Is this the
last year he has to pay for buses???
(right), Sue cuts the official Beer Festival Cake
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Saga Louts Out and About
Saga Louts have been out and about but sadly the carrier pigeon
carrying messages has not yet arrived.

Le ballon rouge
On our first day out in the Dolomites Carol spotted a red
balloon grounded on the rocks of the Pizzac (2213m).
Attached was a card in French asking for the finder to return
it. Having no stamps and the post office in Arabba seeming to
be always closed. As there was an email address we sent an
email...in not bad french, with a picture of Carol holding the
balloon at the spot where it was found and a map of the
location. Next day an email came back from France, in English
thanking us and explaining that they were sent from a small
village in Provence celebrating Bastille Day. The balloon was
sent by the granddaughter of the Mayor. We found the balloon
at 2.00pm and they were released nearly four hundred miles
away at 7.00pm the previous evening. Some going.
Proudly I attached it to my sac and returned through the village of Arabba with it bobbling above me.
Showing off to the others at the chalet I undid the knot forgetting that helium is lighter than air and it
floated off down the valley now without the return card.TC

Washed out in Wet, windy and Wild Wasdale Sat Sept 22/24
Arrived Wasdale in glorious sunshine, took the back road over the
fells to get there giving splendid views over to the Isle of Man,
Scotland and the rest of the Lake District.
Sunday dawned fine despite the great storms in the south so we
took a walk up to Seatallan, Haycock, Scoat Fell and Steeple,
returning to Wasdale via Red Pike and a nasty scree descent to
Mosedale. A walk we hadn’t made for nearly forty years. That was
BC (Before Children). Arrived at the Wasdale Inn after ten and half
miles. Time for a pint or two and something to eat. The beer was
ace and dinner of Boar and Damson sausage was excellent. Walked
back to the Bongo at the NT site just in time as the rain then
started...and continued for the next two days.
The storm had finally caught up with us.

The lull before the storm, Wasdale

Decided to up sticks on Tuesday and
drove over to Sedbergh. Although in
Cumbria, the town and the Howgills
are in the Yorkshire Dales. Good ale
and dinner at the Red Lion that night.
Following day in sunshine and light
showers but a cold easterly wind we
trogged up the Howgills pulling in
Arrant Haw (605m), Calders (674m)
The Calf (676m), Bram Rigg Top
(672m) and finally Winder(473m). No
pub at the end this time but ice cream
from Lock Bank Farm who make the
Howgill Farm Luxury Ice Creams from
their own dairy cattle.
TC

The Scafells from Seatallan
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Rock stuff by Rich
It`s been a busy year for climbing outdoors at the club.
A fun trip to Fontainbleau at Easter , with me ,Steve, Matt,Claire
and Nicola.
With really good weather and great locations , with some climbing
for everyone.We even did a 3km of a mountain circuit.(see
attached photo of steve jumping over claire with Matt in
background).It`s amazing whats in the woods, and some great
tourist attractions when your arms are too tired.
Martin W , Keith and others had a fun time in font the week
following.
Out on the gritsone March saw some early warm sunshine which
we hoped was a sign of things to come!With trips to Bamford ,
Froggatt, Windgather and Stanage.(tracy in chimney at bamford)
With Tracy,Brian K , Nat B, Sarah S, Matin W,Brian C, Anthea&
Saul B,Pete B,Steve P, KeithP and Stacey D.
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More from Rich

A wet summer ensued with Martin and gang making the best of
it with early starts to the peak of 6am and even earlier starts of
4am for N.wales!
The Midweek team were out occasionally and I`ve
heard of trips to the Lakes and Wye Valley as well as
the Peak.
The Roaches trip was a well attended midweek trip . We
even had Mr Pell join us for a few climbs where he
found out I place more gear than he is used too.
(attached photo of Harry,Brian K and Claire E on belay
ledge of Pedestal Route) Page 21
Matt W , Michael E, Claire E , Brian K, Harry and Steph
and I stayed at the Hut. With daytrippers Mike G, Nat B ,
Martin W joining us.
As well as H`s first rockclimbs for a few years Matt W
led the Valkryie with Martin W and Michael E.
We managed a trip to the Rockhall Inn and a bbq.
(photo)
The Lakes trip to Duddon was fun but fairly wet and we
managed some climbing on Wallabarrow Crag on the
Saturday .It was great to see James Allsop out on the
rock again.(photo of guy climbing on edge of cliff in
profile)

More in Italy, Jo and Gareth on Gran Cir via ferratas
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Summer Mountain Marathon Roundup
9/10 June Lowe Alpine Mountain Marathon (LAMM)
from Mark Hardy

B Course: H Alcock/M Hardy 49th place
(14:07:57)
Day 1: 26.0km straight line, 1750m climb
(7:41:57)
Day 2: 21.0km straight line, 1150m climb
(6:26:00)

planes and bus trips to add to the
excitement.

The above Statistics seem quite stark
when I think about the hours and miles of
training travelled to make them a reality.
Like all good adventures planning started
in the pub shortly when Howard Alcock
from the Orienteering Club asked if Iʼd be
up for running with him in this yearʼs
LAMM. Heʼd read an account that Iʼd
written in the LEIOC news and got keen.
Thatʼll teach me! Howard is one of lifeʼs
supermen, he is a Major in the TA
attached to Sandringham, and a PE
teacher in Loughborough, and so with
some reservation I agreed knowing that Iʼd
have to do some serious training.
Especially as he wanted to compete in the
B course, a category that I last competed
in in 2000.

Saturday dawned with a piper at 6.00am,
we registered and as usual had a bus trip
to the start. This year we were bussed to
Inveroran Hotel at Bridge of Orchy. The
start was quite low key, but the route was
the usual tough terrain I had come to
expect from these events. The first couple
of checkpoints allowed for a mixture of
track running and not too tussocky off
piste, but the remainder of the day gave
us no tracks to run until the last control to
the finish. Just prior to this I made my
second ascent of the Munro Stob Coirn an
Albannaich, last time was 1999 on the
Black Mount LAMM! The overnight camp
was at Glekinglass Lodge. A contender for
the highest number of midges per litre of
air in Scotland. Good job weʼd packed our
midge nets.

Training for mountain marathons consists
of lots of running up big hills, a feature not
abundant in Hinckley, so races were
pencilled in that allowed for opportunities.
Highlights of the training were running up
Scafell from Boot, completing the Hinckley
Half Marathon in 1:46 and a beautiful run
around Cannock Chase. Unfortunately
whilst training I managed to rip one of my
super La Sportive running shoes,
something was to have an impact beyond
its initial appearance.

Unusually there was no piper on Sunday
morning. Maybe the midges were too
fierce for the piper. Inevitably when you
camp in a valley on a mountain marathon
you know you are going straight up hill to
start. The route took us north to Beinn
Sudhie before following the ridge SW
culminating in another Munro – Beinn
Eunaich. Descent to the Allt Mhoille
produced a sting in the tail of a 100m
climb back into Glen Strae and the finish.

The location of LAMM is only released on
Thursday prior to the event. Ali, Ben and I
made the trip to Scotland to camp at North
Connel after booking the site at 12.00noon
we arrived at 8.05 on Thursday evening,
this placed us favourably for a day by the
sea on Friday and me getting dropped off
in Duiletter for the event. Howard had a
more interesting journey, flying from East
Midlands to Edinburgh with cancelled

I have competed in about 20 Mountain
Marathons since 1989, and I can honestly
say that I found this one to be the hardest.
My ripped shoe played its part. Although I
could run I found that the shoe was
twisted beneath my foot when I ran
downhill, worst still was the lack of support
at the toes. This caused some trauma to
half of my toenails which made the next
couple of months interesting
cont
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7/8 July Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon (SLMM)

Kirkfell Class: I Williamson/M Hardy 43rd
14th Vet team (12:10:39)
Day 1: 23.1km straight line, 1395m climb
(7:09:35)
Day 2: 19.2km straight line, 1025m climb
(4:54:50)

into Nether Beck on a small crag I slipped
completely off and landed on the ledge 4ft
lower. Not landing there was not an option.
My mashed toe nails were cooled at every
opportunity, but were definitely going to
cause more grief later. Several parted
company in the Alps during the summer
much to Benʼs disgust.

Training after competing in one difficult
event is itself difficult. I had several mashed
toes with toe nails in various states of
parting company, sore muscles and some
work to catch up on. However, I also had an
entry in the SLMM with Ian who I ran the
OMM with last year so needed to do
something. New shoes were bought, and
run in twice before the event, but not with a
pack and only for short distances. The
SLMM let you know the area a month
beforehand and this year I was pleasantly
surprised to be back where I had trained
earlier in the year.

A quick ascent of Scoat Fell and a bit of
running past Wind Gap to Looking Stead led
to the final descent into Mosedale and final
sprint (yeah right!) to Wasdale.
No records broken this year, but 2 mountain
marathons in close succession. The
standards of these events has risen since I
started. This yearʼs B course distance and
height gain on the LAMM was almost
equivalent to the A course 10 years ago.
Equipment is much better these days. I can
now be reasonably comfortable with minimal
kit that weighs in around 5.5 kg, raising to
over 6 when a bladder is added to the pack.
The elite boys and girls carry much less. For
those who would like a go at mountain
marathoning there are several one day mini
mountain marathons held in the Peak
District each year by dark and white events,
or walking courses available on SLMM.

I collected Ian from work at Burliegh Court
where he had been preparing food for Team
GBʼs Olympic athletes. Again Ian provided
tea for our Friday night meal – sandwiches! I
hoped that running with a chef that food
would be sorted, but clearly we have
different ideas as to what is an evening
meal.
When you start at Wasdale Head you know
there is some exciting terrain to savour and
we werenʼt disappointed. The route on day 1
took us over the Black Sail pass and then
south over Green Gable, Sty Head and
partly along the Corridor Route to skirt
Lingmell towards Burnmoor Tarn. Then West
around the south end of Wastwater and
finally back north for some lowland and
moorland running to finish NE of Ponsonby
Fell. I have never seen so many tussocks!

Useful links:
http://www.slmm.org.uk
http://www.lamm.co.uk
http://www.darkandwhite.co.uk/
Mark Hardy

Day 2 took us on a sinuous route that
seemed determined to keep us on the most
difficult terrain we boxed the compass
southwards around Seatallan before
traversing east to gain the broad south ridge
of Red Pike. I had a “moment” descending
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Another Birthday bash this year following
Chairman Daveʼs do, Edʼs Stanton Beer Fest,
Jo celebrated her 40th in the wilds of
Staffordshire and Derbyshire.
Jo started the day with a 7
mile walk from Wetton with
a group of club members
and some of her
colleagues.
Led by Gareth the party
climbed up on to Ecton Hill
with its many abandoned
coppermines, ploughed
through boot deep mud
and down to the Manifold
Valley and its old railway
line. Through the recently
opened tunnel and on to
Wetton Mill where tea,
coffee and ice creams were HMC Tunnelers, also see Page 11
taken. Continued along the
valley and then made the steep ascent to Thors Cave
and back to Wetton and the Royal Oak.
That night across the border in Derbyshire more club
members join Jo and her other friends and family for a
bash and where Steph,Liz G and Sue C took to the
floor to get the dancing underway. Ed, Geoff and
Harry and more of the ladies also showed they had
dancing feet.

The ladies show a leg as the lads pose for Sue C
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Jo in the Dolomites (above) and on Striding Edge

Auction at the Presidents Meet
Don Wardʼs widow Val has presented the club with Donʼs collection of climbing
books and these will be auctioned off at the meet with the proceeds going
towards The Derbyshire Asbestos Support Group.
In addition members are invited to bring along spare gear to be auctioned giving
10 percent of the proceeds to the charity.
So here is your chance to clear the clutter in the attic and benefit the charity and
CAMERA and SHOWER Guide
Good ale at the Screes Inn, Nether Wasdale, see left, also the
Newfield Inn , Seathwaite and the Red Lion,Sedbergh and the
Wasdale Head Inn.
The Royal Oak at Wetton (Peak District) had a no muddy boots
sign on the door but the welcome inside was great and good ale
too. Ed of course had a larger Wincle than me, but then I only
had an “half”.The chatty barmaid asked me if I wanted anything,
Yes, a shower, I replied,before I went off to Jo’s party, No probs
she said, £2 including a towel. There was a small camp site at the
back of the pub with basic but hot showers.Saved a journey back
home to get washed and changed. Ted

Hinckley Mountaineering Club

Meets
I"n addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of
activities including climbing, walking and mountain biking, all
arranged on an ad-hoc basic at the Holywell Pub on Thursday
evenings or on the club Forum. And don’t forget the “Saga
Louts” for midweek walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit
of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food
for the weekend and your kit. All huts and hostels have
cooking facilities although some members use the local
hostelry. All huts have showers with the exception of one,

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
Holywell Inn
London Road
Hinckley
Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org
Go to the web site to check the Forum
OUTSIDENOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com

Most huts are heated and where possible, ladies have a room to
themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club
huts and not Holiday Cottages. Some are suitable for family
groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars, again check with Ed to see who is
going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod

Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174

HUT MEETS
NEW DATES

Kit.
If you need to borrow kit, the
club has some harnesses,
crampons, ice axes and helmets.
Members of this club are
renowned for hanging on to kit,
sacs, waterproofs and even
boots. Ask!
Climbing
Climbing takes place most Tuesday evenings at the
wall at Warwick: Thursdays evenings at The Tower,
Beaumont Leys, and at other times at Red Point, Creation
etc and on real rock if the weather allows.
Check the forum for details

Nov 9/10

Dolgellau

Dec 7/8

Malham (open meet)

Jan 11/12
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